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Abstract

The oro-pharangeal-laryngeal human airway is a complex ge-
ometry and the flow physics within is subjected to and in-
fluenced by a variety of different factors that produce jet-like
flow, re-circulating flows that are enhanced by curvature, de-
tached flows, and secondary flow. Simulation and experiment
are the tools available to the fluid dynamics researchers. Sim-
ulation results obtained from direct and large-eddy simulation,
and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes and associated models of
turbulence are reviewed. Experimental data obtained through
the use of flow visualization, hot-wire anemometry and parti-
cle image velocimetry are also reviewed. A comparison of data
obtained from the application of these tools reveals many in-
consistencies, which are explored in this paper. While much
progress has been made to understand some of the flow physics
of the flow in the human airway, we continue to uncover new
and significant fluid dynamic behaviour. The paper also sug-
gests options for future research directions.

Introduction

The oro-pharangeal-laryngeal (OPL) human airway, defined
here to include only the oral cavity, the non-nasal pharynx,the
larynx and trachea, is a complex geometry. Breathing through
the mouth is more efficient than breathing through the nasal
orifice because the flow resistance is lower, thus greater vol-
umes of oxygen/carbon dioxide can be exchanged during the
inhalation-exhalation breathing cycle. Reynolds numbers(Re)
within the human airway can be wide (650< Re< 13,000, see
[1]) depending on inhalation flow rate and location in the air-
way. Reynolds number is defined here asRe= UB

√
A/ν where

UB is the local bulk velocity at the airway location with local
cross-sectional areaA. Note that the Reynolds number implies
laminar-like through transition and into the fully turbulent flow
range.

The fluid mechanics in the nasal passages is complicated by the
turbinates which maximise exposure of the delicate tissuesto
the incoming air, thereby enabling the air to be raised in tem-
perature, humidified, and cleansed prior to exiting the nasal-
pharynx region. Then the air passes over the epiglottis and
through the larynx before entering the trachea and eventually
the lungs. The peak Reynolds number in the nasal passages
based on hydraulic diameter is of order 1000 [2]. While this
suggests possible dominance of the inertial forces, there are re-
gions in the turbinates where the flow is much slower so that
diffusion controlled mass transfer takes place to the olfactory
glands. In this work, the flow in the nasal passages is ignored;
interested readers may consult that literature (see for example
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]).

The actual geometry of the human airway is highly variable; it

is patient-specific and age-dependent. Heenan et al. [8] consid-
ered two realistic geometries, derived from magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), to explore deposition of aerosol in the airway
(see also [?]). These two geometries were referred to as ’large
mouth/small nose’ and ’small mouth/large nose’ are examples
of the high variability that may be encountered. Further, the
presence of soft tissues (e.g. the tongue) complicates the geom-
etry because it is difficult to preserve the shape of these tissues
postmortem. In fact, these real geometry were from healthy
subjects; in the case of diseased airways, these geometriesmay
be even more complex. Although it is recognised that specific
features of airway geometry have a major influence on the flow
structure, the global flow behaviour can be inferred quite ade-
quately using idealised models [9].

Here, the idealised airway geometry is used. This geometry
contains all the basic physiological elements found in the actual
airway. Further details will be provided below. In this paper, the
interplay between simulation and experiment is consideredand
attention is drawn to the strengths and weaknesses associated
with their application and the care required in interpreting those
data that result. Moreover, the flow in the airway is essentially
a collection of basic flows that engineers are somewhat famil-
iar with; flows of backward and forward facing steps, flow in
curved ducts, and jet flows.

The paper is laid out as follows. The idealised geometry is
described and the interesting fluid dynamic regions are high-
lighted. The experimental methods that have been employed to
investigate the flow in the airway are described followed by the
various computational options. This is then followed by presen-
tation and discussion of results, with emphasis on weaknesses
in those data obtained from both experiment and simulation.
Some new data obtained from full field PIV is also presented
that enables some of these weaknesses to be addressed. Finally,
the paper concludes with some suggestions for future work.

The Idealised Geometry

As indicated earlier, the geometry of the oro-pharangeal-
laryngeal (OPL) or extra-thoracic airway (ETA) is complex and
varies largely from person to person. It varies too with with
inhalation, physical fitness, and disease states. For theserea-
sons, it is found that creating an idealised model that represents
averaged-extra-thoracic airways geometry of healthy individu-
als is more practical. This enables direct comparison between
different experimental and computational data obtained inthe
same geometry, and is also suitable for CFD studies because
extremely high grid resolutions are not needed at the walls to re-
solve all of the small airway irregularities as in realisticmodels.
Figures 1 and 2 show the human respiratory tract and a sagit-
tal view of the idealised OPL/ETA model, respectively. The



idealised geometry is built up of simple geometric shapes that
possess all the basic anatomical features of real OPL/ETA ge-
ometry. The main components of the OPL/ETA model include
the oral cavity (mouth), the pharynx, the larynx, and part ofthe
trachea. Note that the nasal cavity is not included in the model
because it is assumed to be blocked off during aerosol drug de-
livery. This design was developed based on information from
MRI and CT scans, direct observation of living subjects and
data in the archival literature. The rationale behind the geome-
try and choice of dimensions are fully described in [10].

Figure 1: The human oro-pharangeal-laryngeal duct. From:
Principals of Anatomy and Physiology, Tortora and Anagnos-
takos, Harper and Row, 1984

Figure 2: Dimensions of the idealised OPL/ETA geometry and
cross-sectional views of the airway passage.

The cross-sectional shape of the idealised geometry shown in
Figure 2 also presents some interesting fluid dynamic chal-
lenges. The cross-sectional geometry begins with a round pipe

(represents an idealised inhalation device) and then expands
into an almost ’slice-of-bread’ shaped cross-section before it
evolves into a half-ellipsoid, then to a full ellipsoid justbefore
the epiglottis and finally reverting again to a round pipe that
represents the trachea. Figure 3 displays a sagittal cross-section
of the idealised OPL/ETA model and highlights various fluid-
dynamically interesting regions which are: (a, b) recirculation
behind the teeth; (c) destabilising flow curvature; (d) stabilis-
ing flow curvature; (e) flow separation distal to the nasal phar-
ynx; (f) recirculation around the epiglottis; (g) flow acceleration
around the epiglottis; (h) the laryngeal jet; and, (i) recirculation
distal to the larynx.

Figure 3: A sagittal cross-section of an idealised OPL/ETA
model. The geometry may be decomposed into simple geomet-
ric shapes and the red lines highlight regions that are of fluid
dynamic interest.

Experimental Interrogation Options

Experiments that employ the idealised geometry can use one of
two approaches: invasive and non-invasive methods. In each
case, the choice must be made to consider if the flow is to
be treated as a constant inhalation rate or time dependent; in
the latter case, a pulmonary wave form may be introduced (see
[16]), which enhances flow instabilities and flow features (un-
published work in author’s lab.). These effects are not generally
known, but it may be assumed they are functions of the local
Reynolds number, which of course will then vary both in space
and time.

Invasive probe insertion may be of two types: introduction of
either an optical boroscope or hot wires (see [1]). In the case
of a boroscope, this may be used for flow visualisation studies
[1] or to be the optical ’collector’ for particle image velocimetry
measurements [8]. In either case, the introduction of physical
probes in a confined space may alter the flow (and pressure)
in the immediate region of the probe [11]. Alternatively, non-



invasive methods can be used, but this requires the development
of an optically clear geometry that affords direct visual access
to the interior cavity. Typically, this is accomplished using a
silicone material that is cast around a rapid prototyped core,
which is flushed from the cavity upon curing of the silicone.
Examples of these measurement options are provided in Figure
4. In Figure 4(c) the 7 planes indicate measurement planes,
reference to which will be made throughout this paper.

Flow Visualisation

The flow in the airway is highly three dimensional and many
regions of flow reversal both in the mean flow direction and the
transverse-sagittal plane. For example, flow visualisation in the
transverse-sagittal plane at location 1 (see Fig. 4c) is shown in
Fig. 5. This image indicates the highly distorted flow field (view
is from the throat towards the mouth opening) that displays re-
gions of significant lateral strain and cross-stream recirculation
in the corners of the oral cavity.

Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA)

Hot-wire anemometry is unsuitable for use in turbulent flow
fields that possess velocities that depart significantly from be-
ing unidirectional. The hot-wire anemometer requires careful
calibration for regions of low velocity and must also account
for thermal conductivity of the wall material, which can dis-
tort the thermal boundary layer around the wire. These are not
trivial issues [12], especially inside the complex airway model
considered here. As with any experiment, measurement errors
abound. In the case of cross wires, spatial resolution (especially
between the wires) and spatial averaging along the wires (inre-
gions of significant velocity gradients) will affect the accuracy
of the results. Recent advances in nano-technology enable the
spatial resolution issues to be addressed [13]. An advantage of
hot-wire anemometry is the temporal resolution of the signals
which is in the kHz range.

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

Optical methods that have been applied to the flow in the airway
suffer from limited temporal resolution (typically below 50 Hz,
although current technology enables time-resolved data tobe
obtained). Two approaches have been used: an opaque model
where internal interrogation of the sagittal plane was achieved
using a boroscope (see Figure 4a and [8]) and the use of an
optically clear model that dispenses with the narrow field-of-
view boroscope approach, (see [14] and herein).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is commonly used in the
medical field but rarely in experimental fluid dynamics. Elkins
et al. [15] applied MRI to the internal serpentine passage of
a gas turbine blade at Reynolds numbers between 10,000 and
15,000 based on the hydraulic diameter. As MRI depends on
phase resolution between the MR frequency signal and the fluid
motion, the turbulence intensities that can be resolved arerela-
tively low.

Computational Simulation/Modeling Options

The relatively low Reynolds numbers of the flow inside the air-
way suggest that it is ideally suited to the application of di-

Figure 5: Smoke-wire visualisation at section 1 (see Fig. 4c).
The secondary flows in the lower portion of the mouth are visi-
ble.

rect numerical simulation (DNS). While we have algorithms
to solve Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations, we impose a signifi-
cant requirement from DNS: the results must be extraordinarily
accurate. Flows associated with simple geometries, e.g. chan-
nels, pipes, jets, wakes, and mixing layers, are readily handled
by DNS. However, the introduction of complex geometries in-
troduces both grid structure issues as well as errors associated
with discretisation of the N-S equations on these grids. There
have been many approaches to handle complex geometries us-
ing DNS. Examples include Seidl et al. [16] who considered a
finite volume method applied to turbulent flow over a sphere;
Karniadakis [17] who considered both internal and externaltur-
bulent flow using a spectral finite element method; Hicken et
al. [18] who developed a conservative collocated method for
unstructured meshes and applied the method to simple chan-
nel flow; Hicken et al. [18] also demonstrated conservation of
momentum and energy up to second order; Subbareddy & Can-
dler [19] considered conservation of momentum and energy on
unstructured grids and for compressible flow that gave spectral-
like resolution for compressible isotropic turbulence. Mittal &
Iaccarino [20] review the immersed boundary method that has
been applied to both internal and external turbulent flows with
good success. It is of interest to note that the idea of immersed
boundaries is not new (see [21, 22]), although DNS was not
considered.

More recently, the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) (see for
example [23]) and discontinuous Galerkin method (see [24, 25])
have been developed. In our group, Bespalko [26] and Bespalko
et al. [27] applied LBM to turbulent channel flow as a precursor
test case for application to complex geometries. Ball et al.[28]
considered the flow in the human airway using LBM. To per-
form DNS of any flow, the Kolmogorov length scale determines
the resolution requirements. For flow in the human airway at the
10 litre per minute inhalation rate, the Kolmogorov length scale
η = (ν3/ε)1/4 ranges from 0.35 mm to 5.8 mm (where we have
assumedε ∼ k), which required a grid resolution of 0.086 mm
or ∼144 million ”control volumes”. The LBM must use a uni-
form cubic grid, so the smallest length scale determines thesim-
ulation resolution requirements. The simulation required∼1.5
million time steps and produced over 1 terabyte of data.



Figure 4: Illustration of invasive and non-invasive experimental methods for studying idealised OPL/ETA; (a) Flow visualisation setup
where numbers are measurement planes, (b) Flow visualisation and PIV measurements using boroscope, (c) Hot wire arrangement, and
(d) Silicone model before removal of rapid prototyped core (coloured red). Note that in (a), (b), and (c), only a sagittalcross-section is
shown.

Wei and Pollard [29] applied the discontinuous Galerkin
method (DGM) to compressible flow in channels under the ef-
fects of pressure gradients, and considered the effects of Mach
number [30]. DGM is admirably suited to handle near wall,
pressure gradient, and compressibility effects within a DNS
framework and is also ideally suited to parallel computer im-
plementation. It has not yet been applied to the OPL/ETA flow.

LES has been recently employed by Kleinstreuer & Zhang [9]
applied to the idealised geometry. However, LES does not
appear to provide any significant advantages to well-resolved
RANS simulations, at least for the mean flow. There have been
a variety of attempts to use RANS (see [31] for current state-
of-the-art); however, the use of RANS while computationally
appealing, requires the use of models of turbulence that are
not ’tuned’ to the low Reynolds number range found in the
OPL/ETA. We have begun to address this issue in a separate
study ofa-priori anda-posteriori testing of RANS using both

LES and DNS, [35].

Presentation and Discussion of Some Experimental and
Simulation Results

Figure 6 presents results from a mixture of computational ap-
proaches that have been applied to the modelled OPL/ETA.
A comparison between experimental (single and X hot wires)
and computational (RANS and LBM) results are shown in Fig-
ures 6(a) and 6(b) at 10 and 15l/min, respectively. In these
plots, the vertical axis represents the value ofK normalised by
the local bulk mean velocityUB and the horizontal axis rep-
resents the vertical distancey normalised by the square-root
of the local cross-sectional areaA. Here K is defined by:
K =

√
U2 +V2 +W2, whereU , V, andW represent the mean

velocity components. The data in these figures were taken at
station 2, the location of which is shown in Figure 4(c). Fig-
ure 6(a) demonstrates the consistency between the two sets of



Figure 6: Illustration of previous experimental and computational results: (a,b) variation ofK/U2
B results withy/

√
A obtained by HWA

and RANS (k−ω) at station 2 for 10l/minand 15l/min, respectively; (c,d) vector plots obtained by RANS simulation [31] at stations
2 and 7 (shown in Figure 4c); and (e) LES simulation in the sameOPL/ETA model taken from [9]. Note that there is little apparent
difference between the RANS (c,d) and LES (e) simulations.



experimental data. Figure 6(a) also indicates the differences be-
tween calculations obtained using RANS and LBM. We have
explored the differences between the simulations and the ex-
periments; as an example, Figure 6(b) presents the results from
possible positioning errors of the hot wires relative to thestated
location at station 2. It is clear that this is probably not the cause
for the differences observed. The flow field obtained from the
simulations at station 2 shown in Figure 6(c) indicates signif-
icant cross-flow in the sagittal plane, which casts some doubt
as to the ability of the hot-wire anemometry to measure the ac-
tual flow field. The flow visualisation indicates that at station
2 there is significant helical motion and transverse movement
in the y/

√
A > 0.3 region, which likely influences the experi-

mental data in ways we continue to explore using PIV, see be-
low. The general agreement between simulation results fromthe
DNS-LBM and some RANS turbulence models suggests that
RANS (k−ω in particular) may be a useful tool for exploratory
investigations of airway flow in, for example, specific real ge-
ometries prior to medically-proposed surgical intervention. The
RANS result of Ball et al. [31] depicting the flow in the trachea
(station 7 in Figure 4(c) is shown in Figure 6(d). It reveals a
non-uniform and vortical velocity distribution in the treachea.
Thus, those who wish to model flow in the lungs should be cau-
tioned not to assume a pipe-flow type velocity distribution as
inlet conditions to their simulations. The LES results of Klein-
streuer and Zhang [9] shown in Figure 6(e) confirm the finding
of Ball et al. [31].

Recent Work

A major limitation to earlier experimental work has been thein-
trusive and/or point-wise nature of the measurement techniques.
Recent advances in optically transparent materials have facili-
tated the construction of complex flow passages such as the hu-
man airway (see Figure 4d). This progress enabled the use of
the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique in complex ge-
ometries by using a working fluid with a refractive index that
matched that of the model material. The major weakness of
the PIV may be the relatively crude temporal resolution of the
data (temporal-resolved PIV is currently available in the mar-
ket). However, this could be advantageous when uncorrelated
data are needed for statistical study of the flow structures (see
for example [14]).

A series of experiments were carried out in the OPL/ETA model
using the PIV at a flow rate of 10l/min. The purpose of this
study is to gain more insight into the dynamics of the vortical
structures in the OPL/ETA flow. Four fields-of-view (FOV1 to
FOV4) were positioned on the sagittal plane as illustrated in
Figure 7(a) where the measurements focused on the pharynx to
the trachea region. This region was determined in earlier stud-
ies to be in poor agreement with experimental results (see for
example [28, 31]). Figure 7(b) shows the mean velocity fields
calculated from 2000 image pairs that were acquired at each lo-
cation at a framing rate of 2 Hz. Both the horizontalx and ver-
tical y axes are normalised by the inlet nozzle diameterD. Note
that only some rows of vectors are shown to avoid cluttering.
In this study (see [36]), PIV data were first analysed using the
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique to identify
the main energy-containing structures. Using only a few POD
modes, the velocity fields were reconstructed which recovered
about 60% of the turbulent kinetic energy. These reconstructed

Figure 7: (a) A sagittal cross-section of the OPL/ETA model
showing the coordinate system and the position of four fields-
of-view (FOV), and (b) the mean velocity fields corresponding
to FOV1 to FOV4 in (a) obtained by averaging 2000 instanta-
neous fields.



Figure 8: POD-reconstructed fluctuation velocity fields. (a) and
(b) represent the flow field in the pharynx region (FOV-3). The
lack of vectors in region 3.6< Y/D < 4.0 and 2.1< X/D <
2.7 indicate the location of the epiglottis. Data taken at timet1
andt1 + 0.135 s. Blue and red circles represent clockwise and
counter-clockwise rotating structures, respectively.

velocity fields were used as a basis to search for vortical struc-
tures using the vortex identification algorithm of Agrawal &
Prasad [32]. This algorithm is based on the concept of using
closed streamlines to identify vortices. This technique involves
searching the POD-reconstructed field for circular streamlines
by monitoring the change in direction of the measured velocity
vectors along expanding circular paths surrounding candidate
vortex centres. The largest such path for which the change in

Figure 9: Lattice Boltzmann data, 10 litres per min. inhalation
rate, Q-value, coloured by velocity. Note the horseshoe-type
vortex around the epiglottis and the complex vortex structure
distal to the epiglottis, data from [31]

Figure 10: Geometry of the idealized OPL/ETA model. The red
lines represent the position of y-z planes. These are located just
upstream of and distal to the entrance to the epiglottis (plane 2
and plane 3 respectively).

direction is monotonic for 75% of the vectors defines the sizeof
the vortex. The circulation of a structure is then calculated by
integrating along its outermost path. In discrete data, it is calcu-
lated by integrating along a polygon path. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
presents selected examples of POD-reconstructed velocityfluc-
tuation fields in the pharynx region. These fields were acquired



Figure 11: Mean velocity fields in the epiglottal region. Top
figure from plane 2; lower figure from plane 3.

at a sampling rate of 7.4 Hz (0.135 s). Red and blue circles
represent positive (counter-clockwise) and negative (clockwise)
rotating structures, respectively.

A region of flow that we have found particularly interesting is
that around the epiglottis. To indicate the richness of the flow
in this region, figure 9 flow structures that have been educed
from our DNS-LBM simulations. This figure displays surfaces
of Q-criterion coloured by velocity. At the top of the figure,the
horseshoe-like vortex, coloured blue, indicates a standing vor-
tex anchored around the epiglottis. There is also apparent in that
general vicinity, are structures that have been transported from
upstream. All these influence the flow entering the epiglottis, at-
tention to which will be shortly addressed. Distal to the epiglot-
tis entrance, the flow structure further develops and is influenced
by the strong curvature imposed by the larynx before entering

the trachea and transported downstream to the first bronchus.

Figure 10 indicates two planes where PIV data have been re-
cently obtained. The epiglottis is somewhat like a Bourda
mouthpiece, except is this case the entrance flow is compli-
cated by upstream influences derived from the oro-pharynx and
the fluid enters the mouthpiece obliquely. The data provided
in Figures indicate the mean velocity vectors in a y-z plane
and Figure Vrms respectively. These data indicate the complex,
asymmetric and anisotropic feature of the flow in this region.
This complexity eventually gives rise to flow symmetry around
the sagittal plane in the trachea and asymmetry in the anterior-
posterior plane of the trachea noted above (see Figure 6).

Figure 12: Contour plot of Vrms across Plane 2. Velocities nor-
malized by the inlet velocity Uo and locations by the nozzle
diameter D. Vectors are the mean flow in the y-z plane. Note
the complex secondary mean flow and the peak inrms

Summary and Future Prospects

The progress made to understand the flow inside the human air-
way using evidence gathered from experimental and computa-
tional methods has been reviewed. Recent advances in PIV and
novel computational approaches to DNS and LES are expected
to greatly assist future explorations of this fascinating flow.

The flow physics inside the human airway remains a rich land-
scape for research. The modelled human airway considered
here for the most part was that of a healthy adult; however,
the oral pathway geometry may be severely altered by myriad
pathological and anatomical variations that could severely influ-
ence the flow physics. An example is airway constriction due
to adenotonsillar hypertrophy (enlarged adenoid/tonsil), which
could introduce higher local Reynolds numbers or because of
craniofacial anomalies that will impose asymmetric geometry
and therefore possible severe three dimensional unsteady flow
behaviour. Additionally, while each human subject has the ba-
sic upper airway components considered here, their geomet-
ric scales can vary considerably. For example, there is the
”small-mouth/large nose” or conversely the large mouth/small
nose” variation so that if nasal flow is introduced includingthe



changes in the oral pathway entrance condition (lips are slightly
pursed for example) the nasal pharyngeal flow will act as a wall-
jet with co-flow imposed in the outer region (from the oral por-
tion of the inhalation stream). Sleep apnea is a common prob-
lem and obstructive apnea in particular; it occurs due to a severe
relaxation in the pharangeal flap or uvula. A sufferer typically
uses a positive airway pressure device (mask or nasal ”buds”)
which forces air into the oro-nasal passages to keep the airway
open; recent CFD and imaging and future research options may
be found in De Backeret al.[34]
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